We introduce libIS, a lightweight library for coupling simulations with in situ applications which allows the client to run on the same nodes as the simulation or different ones and connect/disconnect from the simulation. The library comes in two parts, libIS‐sim for integrating into the simulation and libIS‐render for rendering or analysis clients.
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Introduction
Exascale simulations will produce data beyond what can be effectively archived on parallel file systems. Recent Uintah simulations produce hundreds of gigabytes to terabytes of data and the recent Dark Sky cosmology simulation contains 1.07 trillion particles (32TB/timestep). To explore this large data at full spatio-temporal resolution in situ approaches are required.

In situ visualization moves parts of the visualization task into the simulation code or alongside it in a separate process to analyze the data as it’s produced, relieving the disk bottleneck for the simulation and analysis.

Lightweight In Situ Library for Particle Data
We introduce libIS, a lightweight library for coupling simulations with in situ applications which allows the client to run on the same nodes as the simulation or different ones and connect/disconnect from the simulation. The library comes in two parts, libIS-sim for integrating into the simulation and libIS-render for rendering or analysis clients.

In Situ Data Handling
To query data the simulation sends the world bounds to the clients, which partition the world into a grid. Each client then requests the brick(s) it’s been assigned to render from the simulation. This ensures the data layout is suitable for data-distributed rendering with sort-last compositing and allows us to couple to simulations with arbitrary data layouts.

Rendering Client in OSPRay
We implement a distributed particle rendering client in OSPRay which periodically requests new timesteps from the simulation, and allows for interactive camera movement and transfer function editing to cull particles by attribute.

Results
We evaluate libIS and our rendering client on Stampede and Maverick at TACC in separate and shared configurations, rendering data in situ from Uintah (Fig 1.) and LAMMPS (Fig 9.) simulations.

Separate Nodes
Running the renderer and simulation on separate nodes allows for improved rendering and simulation performance since the nodes aren’t as overloaded, ideal for exploring the simulation over a long period. We evaluate with Uintah on Stampede and LAMMPS on Maverick.

Shared Nodes
Running on the same nodes as the simulation impacts both simulation and renderer performance, but only requires a single interactive node to display the viewer. This mode provides a non-intrusive method for quickly checking in on the state of a long running simulation. In this configuration there’s also the possibility that MPI will transfer data using shared memory, however this is not guaranteed by our system. We compare both data send time and rendering performance with LAMMPS on Maverick and compare to the separate node configuration, Fig 6-8.
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